Abstract: On-orbit geometric calibration is a key technology to guarantee the geometric quality of high-resolution optical satellite imagery. In this paper, we present an approach for the on-orbit geometric calibration of high-resolution optical satellite imagery, focusing on two core problems: constructing an on-orbit geometric calibration model and proposing a robust calculation method. First, a rigorous geometric imaging model is constructed based on the analysis of the major error sources. Second, we construct an on-orbit geometric calibration model through performing reasonable optimizing and parameter selection of the rigorous geometric imaging model. On this basis, the calibration parameters are partially calculated with a stepwise iterative method by dividing them into two groups: external and internal calibration parameters. Furthermore, to verify the effectiveness of the proposed calibration model and methodology, on-orbit geometric calibration experiments for ZY1-02C panchromatic camera and ZY-3 three-line array camera are conducted using the reference data of the Songshan calibration test site located in the Henan Province, China. The experimental results demonstrate a certain deviation of the on-orbit calibration result from the initial design values of the calibration parameters. Therefore, on-orbit geometric calibration is necessary for optical satellite imagery. On the other hand, by choosing multiple images, which cover different areas and are acquired at different points in time to verify their geometric accuracy before and after calibration, we find that after on-orbit geometric calibration, the geometric accuracy of these images without ground control points is significantly OPEN ACCESS
autonomous remote sensing satellite have been established, among them the Songshan Calibration Test Site was set up as a model. Moreover, Wuhan University and Satellite Surveying and Mapping Application Center (SASMAC) carried out theoretical studies underlying on-orbit geometric calibrations and have achieved successful practical applications for ZY1-02C and ZY-3 [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Although previous studies have made progress in optical satellite on-orbit geometric calibration to a certain extent, some key scientific problems remain unsolved. In this paper, we discuss in detail the related theory and method of optical satellite on-orbit geometric calibration. First, the sources of major error are sought and a rigorous geometric imaging model is built for optical satellite images. Secondly, through performing a reasonable optimizing and parameter selection of the rigorous geometric imaging model, we build an on-orbit geometric calibration model and study the corresponding calculation method of the calibration parameters. Finally, an on-orbit geometric calibration experiment is performed and verified for ZY1-02C panchromatic camera and ZY-3 three-line array camera with the reference data offered by the Songshan calibration test site. Our proposed calibration model and calculation method has been proven to be stable and effective and could significantly improve the geometric accuracy of optical satellite imagery.
Geometric Calibration Model and the Method of Calculation

Rigorous Geometric Imaging Model
Establishment of a rigorous geometric imaging model is the first step of on-orbit geometric calibration for optical satellite imagery [22, 23] . To build a rigorous geometric imaging model, the accurate internal and external orientation parameters of the camera at the moment of imaging are necessary. With the aid of the devices for attitude and position determination, such as GPS receivers, star sensors, and gyros, the external orientation parameters can be acquired. However, due to the limitations in the installation technology and the change of the satellite structure during launching and orbiting, a certain amount of system error always exists between the true value and initial design value of the installation parameters of the camera, which is called -external installation error‖; and the error would seriously affect the geometric positioning accuracy of the satellite imagery. In addition, there is a measurement error in the external orientation parameters observed by GPS receiver, star sensors and gyros, which is called -external measurement error‖. Although we could perform a laboratory calibration precisely for the camera's internal orientation parameters before launching, some inevitable factors, such as the changing of the circumstances in space and the aging of the devices, would result in a certain degree of deviation in the internal orientation parameters of the camera during orbiting, which causes the internal systematic distortion of images. Therefore, we should make an analysis of the above-described major errors and build the corresponding mathematic model to eliminate them, and then construct the rigorous geometric imaging model of the optical satellite imagery.
Camera Installation Angle
The attitude data observed by attitude determination devices, such as star tracker and gyro, is the rotation angle between the satellite's body-fixed coordinate system and the inertial spatial coordinate system. Normally an angle bias is designed between the satellite's body-fixed coordinate system and the camera coordinate system, which is called -Camera installation angle‖. In order to determine the attitude of the camera in the inertial spatial coordinate system, an accurate camera installation angle in the satellite's body-fixed coordinate system is necessary. As shown in Figure 1 , O-X C Y C Z C and O-X B Y B Z B represent the camera's coordinate system and the satellite's body-fixed coordinate system, respectively. Limited in the assembly technology and affected by possible displacement during launch and orbiting, the true camera installation angle is always deviated from its preset one. To solve this problem, a rotation matrix body cam between O-X C Y C Z C and O-X B Y B Z B is introduced, accounting for the installation angle.
Figure 1.
Camera's coordinate system and satellite's body-fixed coordinate system.
GPS Eccentric Vector
The orbit data observed by GPS receivers is the coordinate of its antenna phase center in WGS84 geocentric euclidean coordinate system. Confined by the size of equipment in the satellite design, there is a position bias between the GPS antenna phase center and the camera's project center, which is called -GPS eccentric vector‖, as shown in Figure 2 . To determine the coordinate of the camera's project center in the WGS84 geocentric euclidean coordinate system, an accurate coordinate of the GPS eccentric vector in the satellite's body-fixed coordinate system denoted as (B X , B Y , B Z ) body is demanded.
Attitude Measurement Error
Due to the limitation in measurement accuracy, a measurement error often occurs in the attitude data observed by star sensors and gyros, which is called -attitude measurement error‖. (Strictly speaking, in addition to the attitude measurement error, an orbit measurement error would appear due to the limitation in measurement accuracy of GPS receiver. However, when considering the optical satellite image, the orbit measurement error has a minor influence on its geometric accuracy compared to that of the attitude measurement error. As the external angle element and line element are strongly correlated, we only take the attitude measurement error into account and treat the orbit measurement error as a part of the attitude measurement error.) In a single scene of image the attitude measurement error can be considered as a constant, whereas there is a degree of random deviation between different scenes of images acquired at different times [2] . Meanwhile, it is noteworthy that, as a scene-dependent random error, it is impossible to distinguish the attitude measurement error from the camera installation angle error using a single scene of an image. In this case, the attitude measurement error in this image is absorbed in the calibrated camera installation angle, which would only affect the geometric accuracy without ground control points, not the geometric accuracy with ground control points. Therefore, strictly speaking, to average down the random error, we should calibrate the camera installation angle using multiple scenes of images whose attitude measurement errors almost meet the normal distribution, as put forward high requirement for the ground reference data. Moreover, even if the camera installation angle is accurately calibrated, for every scene of image, it is still necessary to use ground control points to eliminate its attitude measurement error. 
Camera's Internal Geometric Distortion
There are two groups of distortion errors in an optical camera. One is from the optical distortion of the camera lens, and the other from CCD translation, scale, rotation, and change of the principle distance [24] . As an optical satellite camera uses a linear array CCD for imaging, the distortion error in the direction of orbit caused by the CCD scale and the change of the principle distance are both nearly 0 and can be ignored as well as the distortion error in the direction of CCD caused by CCD rotation. In addition, the lens distortion of optical satellite camera is mainly of low-order distortion because of its narrow field angle. Therefore, an internal geometric distortion model of optical satellite camera can be constructed, as shown in Equation (1), in which the error components in the order of ≤3 are kept, whereas those of >3 are ignored. 
where (Δx o , Δy o ) represents the CCD translation error at the camera's focal plane; Δf the focal distance error; θ and λ y the rotation error and the scaling error along the CCD direction, respectively; k 1 the radial distortion coefficient of the camera lens; p 1 and p 2 the tangential distortion coefficients of the camera lens; and ( , ) represents the coordinates of CCD detector in the focal plane coordinate at which the image principal point is set as the coordinate origin.
Therefore, a rigorous geometric imaging model can be constructed (as described in Equation (2) 
) is the coordinate of the object point of corresponding image point in the WGS84 coordinate system . (X gps , Y gps , Z gps ) represents the coordinates of the phase center of GPS antenna in the WGS84 coordinate system, which is obtained by satellite-based GPS. wgs J2000 , J2000 body , and body cam are rotation matrices from the WGS84 coordinate system to the J2000 coordinate system, from the J2000 coordinate system to the satellite's body-fixed coordinate system and from the satellite's body-fixed coordinate system to the camera's coordinate system, respectively. (B X , B Y , B Z ) body represents the coordinate of the eccentric vector from the sensor's projection center to the GPS antenna phase center in the satellite's body-fixed coordinate system; bod y cam and (B X , B Y , B Z ) body are the external system error parameters of the camera, and (Δx, Δy, Δf) is the internal system error parameter.
Geometric Calibration Model
Although the rigorous geometric imaging model takes the major errors into consideration in theory, it cannot be used in practice as an on-orbit geometric calibration model for optical satellite imagery due to over-parameterization. Because of a special imaging condition (i.e., narrow imaging field angle, longer photographic distance and focal length), some system error terms included in the rigorous imaging model are strongly correlated. In addition, some error parameters have less significance for the imagery geometric accuracy. As a result, if we take this model for on-orbit geometric calibration and calculate every system error parameter with ground control points, the calculation equation would be seriously ill-conditioned, and thus the reliability and the accuracy of the calculation results would not be guaranteed. Therefore, to construct an appropriate on-orbit geometric calibration model, taking the rigorous imaging model as beginning, reasonable optimizing and parameter selection is performed as follows:
(1) Obviously, the accuracy of laboratory calibration of the GPS eccentric vector as a distance can easily reach centimeter level or higher. Also, during orbiting it changes little, meaning that a geometric positioning error can be neglected, and, therefore, we can use the laboratory calibration result as true value without performing an on-orbit geometric calibration. In contrast, there is always a considerable error in the camera installation angle due to the limitation of the laboratory calibration technology and the change during launching and orbiting, which has a relatively greater influence on the geometric positioning accuracy because of the optical satellite's high orbit. Related research has proven that the camera installation angle error is the main factor that affects geometric positioning accuracy of the optical satellite imagery and that it must be calibrated periodically. The above analysis of the external errors of an optical satellite camera indicates that we only need to perform on-orbit calibration for the camera installation angle using multiple scenes of image simultaneously and apply the laboratory calibration result directly as true value of the GPS eccentric vector. (2) At present, a strict physical model similar to Equation (1) is often adopted as the camera internal distortion model [12] [13] [14] . It is noteworthy that every distortion parameter in the strict physical model has a specific physical significance and its calibration relies on the accurate determination of the principal optic axis. However, the external calibration results often inevitably include parts of the camera's internal errors due to the high correlation between the internal and external systematic errors. For example, the calibration result of the external calibration parameter pitch always contains part of the internal CCD's translation errors along the track. Considering that with the GPS eccentric vector calibrated in the laboratory, the only angle deviation that exists is between the camera's coordinate system determined by the external calibration parameters and its true value. At this point in time, all the physical distortion parameters in Equation (1) could not be calibrated precisely without accurate determination of the principle optical axis of camera. Additionally, Equation (1) involves multiple camera distortion parameters of strong correlation, which would inevitably cause the problem of over-parameterization. Therefore, although the camera physical internal distortion model is rigorous in theory, it is not suitable for on-orbit internal calibration. Aiming at this problem in this paper, a detector's direction angle model is adopted as the internal calibration model instead of Equation (1), which models the direction angle of all detectors under the integrated effect of all physical distortions, not separately taking any specific physical distortion into account. By calibrating the direction angle (ψ x , ψ y ) for each CCD detector in the coordinate system (Figure 3 ), which is determined by the external calibration results, the direction of each CCD detector in space can be determined accurately with the external calibration parameters and the directional angle of every CCD detector. Therefore the detector direction angle model is adopted in this paper instead of the strict physical model shown in Equation (1) . In this paper, a polynomial is adopted to model the directional angles of CCD detectors. It is necessary to make a reasonable determination for the order of the polynomial according to the specific distortion characteristic of different cameras in order to ensure both the precision and stability simultaneously. As the internal geometric distortion of the optical satellite camera is mainly of low-order and less of high-order because of its narrow field of view, in this paper we use an individual three-order polynomial to model the detectors' directional angles for each CCD for internal calibration (Equation (3)). 
where s represents the number of the detector.
ZY-3 three-line array camera has a focal plane design with four CCDs in Forward/Backward and three CCDs in Nadir camera. Strictly speaking, an individual internal calibration model should be built for each CCD. However, by adopting an optical mosaic method with a half transparent and half reflecting mirror, the multiple CCDs can be directly mosaiced into a line with an accuracy of up to 0.3 pixels in Forward, Backward and Nadir cameras, according to the related technical data provided by the satellite designer. After satellite launching, two experiments are conducted for the Forward, Backward, and Nadir camera, respectively. Taking the Nadir camera as an example, in the first experiment each of the three CCDs has its own individual internal calibration model, and in the other experiment, a single internal calibration model is shared by all three CCDs as a whole CCD, and the two experiments are performed using the same ground control points and image. Calculating the differences of the directional angles of all the detectors of the three CCDs determined by two internal calibration results, we found that the differences of all detectors were within 0.2 pixels, which proves that the two experimental results of the three CCDs were very close. Therefore, it is practical to conduct an on-orbit calibration with the three CCDs as a whole CCD, as it is the same for all Forward/Backward and Nadir cameras. The characteristics of the model are as follows: (1) Using the directional angle of every linear array CCD detector in the camera's coordinate system as the calibration parameter can skillfully solve the problem that the physical distortion parameters of the camera could not be calibrated precisely because the principle optical axis cannot be accurately determined due to close coupling between the external and internal system errors. Although the internal system errors are partially included in the external calibration results, resulting in inaccurate measurements in the direction of the three axes of the camera's coordinate system, this does not hamper the calculation of the internal calibration parameters. Via coupling with the internal and external calibration parameters, the systematic geometric error can still be precisely eliminated to restore the precise direction of every CCD detector in space (somewhat of a combination and redistribution of the systematic errors); (2) A cubic polynomial is adopted to describe the directional angle of every CCD detector, the internal calibration parameters are coefficients of a cubic polynomial, and have high orthogonality and low correlation.
According to the analysis above, an on-orbit geometric calibration model is constructed for the optical satellite image, as expressed in Equation (4). An external calibration parameter X E = body cam is used to compensate the camera installation angle and determine the attitude of the camera coordinate system. An internal calibration parameter X I = (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) is used to determine the directional angles of all CCD detectors in the camera coordinate system. 
Determining the Parameters
In literature [2] , calculation of the external and internal calibration parameter was discussed separately, however a detailed calculation procedure is not presented. In this paper, the internal and external calibration parameters are determined by alternating between estimation of external and internal parameters. The steps and equations are specified as follows:
Auto measurement of control points: By matching the satellite image with the orthophoto and the corresponding DEM of high accuracy provided by the ground calibration test site with the image correlation technique, we can automatically measure K evenly distributed and highly accurate ground control points. The coordinate of every control point in the WGS84 geocentric euclidean coordinate system is (X i , Y i , Z i ), and the corresponding image point's coordinate is (s i , l i ,), i = 1, 2, 3, …, K. It is necessary to require a certain number and distribution of control points to ensure the quality of the calibration result. The SNR in the adjustment model is always low when we use the control points to execute the adjustment calculation of the calibration parameters due to various incidental factors. According to the adjustment theory, to improve the calculation accuracy of the calibration parameters, the number of the observation samples (i.e., the object control points) should be increased. Additionally, as an optical satellite uses a line array CCD to acquire images, each scan line has a set of external orientation parameter. Strictly speaking, due to the limitation in the observation frequency of GPS receiver, star sensor and gyros, and the influence of the satellite jitter, the external orientation parameter error varies among scan lines, meaning that there is a relative error of external orientation parameters between any two scan lines, and the error increases with the increase of imaging time interval. Therefore, to reduce the relative error of the exterior orientation observations and to improve the SNR of the adjustment model as much as possible, it is required that the control points should distribute as closely as possible along orbit orientation and uniformly on the whole CCD.
The following procedure must be followed:
Initialize the internal and external calibration parameters X E and X I with the pre launch calibration E o and I o .
Determining the external calibration parameters: Consider the current internal calibration parameter as the -true value‖ and the external calibration parameter as the unknown parameter. Insert (X E , X I ) into Equation (4), linearize Equation (4) at every orientation point and then develop error Equation (5):
L i is the error vector calculated by the current internal and external calibration parameters ( E o , I o ),
A i is the parameter matrix of the error equation, X represents the correction of the external calibration parameter (dpitch, droll, dyaw) and P i is the weight of the observation value. Calculate X by the least-squares adjustment method:
Next, update the current value of the external calibration parameter X E and conduct the calculation iteratively until the correction values of all the external calibration parameters are within a threshold.
(1) Determining the internal calibration parameters: Consider the current value of the external calibration parameter as the -true value‖ and the internal calibration parameter as an unknown parameter. The process is similar to that of the external calibration parameter in Step 3 and so the specific equation and process are omitted here; (2) Set X E = E ′ and X I = ′ and execute Steps (3) and (4) iteratively until the external and internal calibration parameters tend to be convergent and stable; (3) Update the camera's parameter file according to the calibration result.
Strictly speaking, to average down the attitude measurement error, we should calculate the camera installation angle using multiple scenes of images. In this case, the external calibration parameter for each scene of image is simply calculated individually, and then all external calibration results are averaged to the final combined external calibration result. Moreover, if the internal calibration has been performed earlier, there is less internal geometric distortion of all these images in the camera, and thus for each image only five ground control points, evenly distributed in its four corners and the center, are needed to calculate the external calibration parameters.
Experiment Data and Result Analysis
Experimental Data
To verify the correctness and feasibility of the proposed calibration model and calculation method, an on-orbit geometric calibration experiment for ZY1-02C panchromatic camera and ZY-3 three-line array camera is conducted. As the available reference data is limited, in this paper we perform an on-orbit calibration experiment for ZY1-02C panchromatic camera only by using a scene of image covered by the reference data provided by the Henan Songshan geometric calibration test site, as well as a ZY-3 three-line array camera. Detailed information about the satellite image data and reference data are listed in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. Further on-orbit calibration experiments and analyses on the variation with time for the external calibration parameters using multiple scenes of image will be carried out in a follow-up study when sufficient data is available. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
By matching the ZY1-02C's panchromatic image with the reference data provided by the Henan Songshan geometric calibration test site, a number of corresponding points are automatically acquired that can be used as control points to determine the internal calibration parameters. The corresponding object coordinates can be directly obtained from the reference DOM and DEM. According to the methodology, we should choose control points distributed in a region that is as short as possible along the orbit orientation and uniformly on the whole CCD along the direction vertical to the orbit. The red triangulations are composed of 48,833 pervasive corresponding points that were obtained by auto-matching (Figure 4) .
The calibration parameters for the ZY1-02C panchromatic camera were calculated using the control points shown in Figure 4 . The values of the external calibration parameters before and after calibration are listed in Table 3 .
To analyze the characteristics of the camera's internal distortion objectively and quantitatively, one out of every 50 detectors in the camera's CCD was sampled, from which differences in directional angles of those samples pre-and post-calibration were calculated and then plotted in a distortion curve ( Figure 5 ). To evaluate the effectiveness of the calibration results, we choose multiple ZY1-02C panchromatic images in the regions of Zhengzhou in Henan, Huairou in Beijing, and Aramon in France. To verify the geometric accuracy of these images before and after calibration, two sets of RPC are generated respectively based on the design value and calibrated value of the calibration parameters. An translation model and an affine transform model on the image space of the RPC is used respectively for correction with one GCPs and not less than three GCPs. The experimental results are listed in Table 4 .
Using the same method as above, on-orbit geometric calibration experiments are also performed for ZY-3 three-line array camera with the reference data of the Songshan calibration test site. The following provides a brief description of the image matching result, the calibration result and the geometric accuracy before and after the calibration under different control conditions in the experiments.
By matching the Nadir, Forward and Backward imagery of ZY-3 three-line array camera with the reference data, 76,893, 61,270, and 63,012 corresponding image points are acquired, respectively. Using these corresponding image points as control points, the calibration parameters of ZY-3 three-line array camera are calculated. Table 5 lists the external calibration results, and Figure 6 demonstrates the internal distortion curve of ZY-3 three-line array camera. Table 6 lists the stereo geometric accuracy of multiple images, which cover different areas and are acquired at different times before and after calibration.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the experiment:
(1) The camera installation angle changed to some extent during satellite on-orbit operation (Tables 3 and 5 Figure 5 , we found that an obvious nonlinear distortion exists both along track and in its perpendicular direction in the ZY1-02C panchromatic camera. The maxima of the internal distortion error along track and along CCD reached up to 7 pixels and 10 pixels, respectively. Therefore, internal calibration must be done for the ZY1-02C panchromatic camera; otherwise, internal geometric distortion would be remarkable and the geometric quality of the images would be reduced considerably. In contrast, for the ZY-3 three-line array camera, Figure 6 indicates that there is almost no internal distortion along track, only a linear inner distortion along CCD which is likely generated by the adjustment of the focal length, which provides strong evidence for its non-distortion lens design. (3) In Tables 4 and 6 , we see that although only using a scene of image, the external calibration results contain the attitude measurement error. The geometric accuracy without control of the ZY1-02C panchromatic images and the ZY-3 three-line array images have been greatly improved, this suggests that compared to the attitude measurement error, the camera installation angle error is relatively more significant and the main factor influencing the geometric accuracy without control. Moreover, having the internal distortion error of the images removed effectively in calibration, the geometric accuracy is enhanced and stabilized with a smaller number of control points (only one to three) than before calibration. This practice not only improves the geometric quality of the image products greatly but also significantly reduces the control cost in the follow-up processes and applications. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an on-orbit geometric calibration model and corresponding calculation method for optical satellite imagery. Experiments were performed for ZY1-02C panchromatic camera and ZY-3 three-line array camera using the proposed model and method with high-precision reference data supported by the Songshan calibration test site that was built by Wuhan University. The experimental results show that although the ZY1-02C panchromatic camera and the ZY-3 three-line array camera were calibrated in the laboratory before launch, the laboratory calibration parameters would experience a certain amount of deviation during satellite on-orbit operation. This is likely caused by many factors, including installation, launching, and orbiting. Therefore, on-orbit geometric calibration is necessary. Otherwise, the geometric quality of images will not be able to meet requirements of subsequent processes and applications. Meanwhile, we chose multiple images that covered different areas and were obtained at various times to verify their geometric accuracy before and after calibration. The result indicates that with the proposed on-orbit calibration model and calculation method, the geometric accuracy of the imagery is significantly improved and stabilized with or without ground control points. Additionally, as the internal distortion error of the images is eliminated effectively, requirements for the number of the ground control points are greatly reduced while the geometric accuracy with ground control is higher after calibration.
Noticing that as the available reference data is limited, in this paper we perform a calibration experiment by only using a scene of image. Therefore analysis on the variation with time in the external calibration parameters during on-orbit operation remains insufficient. More in-depth studies and comprehensive experiments using different terrain and globally distributed reference areas will be carried out in the future.
